THE COST-EFFECTIVE DEEP RIPPING SOLUTION TO MAXIMISE YOUR YIELD POTENTIAL!
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Sustaining Farms to Sustain the World
ThunderRipper™ Specifications

ThunderRipper™ is a heavy duty yet compact Ripper, built to shatter compacted soils and improve root penetration. It is fitted with tynes that reach deep into hard pans to break up and lift soils, allowing room for plant development, nutrient and moisture entry, and accumulation of organic materials.

### Ripper Leg

- Heavy duty shear-pin cast leg with Tungsten point and replaceable shinguards mounted to 150x150x9mm SHS
- 3445P Hydraulic-fold Trailing Unit designed for the contractor. Narrow transport width (2.5m), available in 4.5m and 6m models.
- 3460R Rigid-Frame Trailing Unit available in 4.5m and 6m Models.